Several nontrivial applications of subword trees have been developed since their first appearance. Some such applications depart considerably from the original motivations. A brief account of them is attempted here.
PRELIMINARIES
We shall deal with strings (words) of symbols from a finite alphabet 1. If x is a word, Ix I will denote the length (Le., the number of symbols) of x. Sometimes we will implicitly assume Ix I = n. The set of all distinct nonempty substrings of x (subwords) is called the vocabulary of x, denoted Vz . We say that XI XI+l ···xl+lw 1-1 is an occurrence of w E V z in x if XI +k = WI: (k = 0,1, ... , I wi-I). Let $ " I be a special endmarker. For each i in the set P = {I,2, ... ,n +I} of positions of x$, sl,lf I denotes the ith suffix of x$. Since $ " I, it is always possible to write suf I =head l ·tail£> with tail l nonempty and head I the longest prefix of suf I which is also a prefix of suf J for some j < i. The subword tree Tz associated with x is defined here as the digital search tree with n +1 leaves and at most n interior vertices such that: each edge is labeled with an occurrence of a subword of x via a pair of pointers to a common, randomly accessible, copy of x; each leaf is labeled with a position in P ; the labels on the path from the root to leaf labeled i describe suf I. This labeling policy enables to maintain an o (n) space allocation for any subword tree. Figure 1 displays a portion (Le., all suffixes starting with a) of T z for x = abaababaabaababaababa .
Any vertex a of Tz distinct from the root describes a subword w(a) of x in a natural way: vertex a is called the proper locus of w (a). In general, the locus of wEV .. in Tz is the unique vertex of T .. such that w is a prefix of w(a) and w(FATHER(a» is a proper prefix of w.
The obvious approach to the construction of T .. is to start with the empty tree To and inserts suffixes in succession into an increasingly updated version of the tree, as follows.
for i:=1 to n+1 do TIinsert (TI_bsuf I) A brute force implementation of insert would lead to an algorithm taking 0 (n 2 ) time in the worst case. The time consuming subtask of insert is that of finding the locus of head I (i = I,2, ... n +1) in T/-t (head I might not have a proper locus in TIh but it certainly will in T£). McCreight's construction [MC] exploits auxiliary "suffix links" to retrieve the locus of head I (i = I,2, ... n +1) in overall linear time. Basically, this is made possible by the simple fact that if head I = aw (i = I,2, .. n) with a EI , then w is a prefix of head/+1. All clever variations of subword trees are built in linear time by resorting to similar properties.
The original motivation behind Wiener's construction of the first subword tree [WE] was that of transmitting and/or storing a message with excerpts from a main string in minimum time or space. It became soon apparent that the structure of such indexes is ideally suited to several other, almost straightforward, applications.
By treating T .. as the state transition diagram of a finite automaton it is possible to decide whether or not wE V .. , for an arbitrary w, in 0 ( I wi) time. This is of use in multiple searches for different patterns in a fixed set. The particular role played by $ makes it possible to tell also whether w is a suffix of x, for the same cost.
Assume that each vertex of T .. bears the label of the smallest leaf label in its subtree (this is not difficult to maintain during the construction of Tz or it can be achieved in one appropriate walk of Tz ). Then it is possible to find in o ( I wi) steps and for arbitrary w what is the first occurrence of w in x (whence also whether w is a prefix of x). Notice that to find the last occurrence of w in O(lw I) time for any w requires a walk througb Tz , after its construction: similar
